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Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is a genetic disorder caused
by loss of the protein dystrophin. In humans, DMD has early onset,
causes developmental delays, muscle necrosis, loss of ambulation,
and death. Current animal models have been challenged by their
inability to model the early onset and severity of the disease. It
remains unresolved whether increased sarcoplasmic calcium ob-
served in dystrophic muscles follows or leads the mechanical
insults caused by the muscle’s disrupted contractile machinery.
This knowledge has important implications for patients, as poten-
tial physiotherapeutic treatments may either help or exacerbate
symptoms, depending on how dystrophic muscles differ from
healthy ones. Recently we showed how burrowing dystrophic
(dys-1) C. elegans recapitulate many salient phenotypes of DMD,
including loss of mobility and muscle necrosis. Here, we report
that dys-1 worms display early pathogenesis, including dysregu-
lated sarcoplasmic calcium and increased lethality. Sarcoplasmic
calcium dysregulation in dys-1 worms precedes overt structural
phenotypes (e.g., mitochondrial, and contractile machinery dam-
age) and can be mitigated by reducing calmodulin expression. To
learn how dystrophic musculature responds to altered physical
activity, we cultivated dys-1 animals in environments requiring
high intensity or high frequency of muscle exertion during loco-
motion. We find that several muscular parameters (e.g., size) im-
prove with increased activity. However, longevity in dystrophic
animals was negatively associated with muscular exertion, regard-
less of effort duration. The high degree of phenotypic conserva-
tion between dystrophic worms and humans provides a unique
opportunity to gain insight into the pathology of the disease as
well as the initial assessment of potential treatment strategies.
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Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is a lethal muscle-
wasting disease affecting 1 in 3,500 males. It is characterized

by progressive muscle weakness, loss of ambulation, and pre-
mature death (1). To date there is no cure for DMD, which is
caused by loss-of-function mutations in the gene encoding the
dystrophin protein, resulting in its absence from muscles (2). At
the sarcolemma, dystrophin links cytoskeleton to the extracel-
lular matrix through a complex of membrane proteins, where it
helps protect myocytes from the forces generated by their con-
tractile machinery. Additionally, dystrophin participates in nitric
oxide signaling cascade (3). Absence of dystrophin may cause
muscle shearing and increased sarcoplasmic calcium levels, po-
tentially leading to muscle decline directly through cytotoxicity
(4), mitochondrial damage (5), or additional mechanisms (6).
DMD patients display dramatic muscle degeneration and lose

mobility early on in life (1). Progress in DMD research is hin-
dered by lack of genetic model systems that accurately re-
capitulate the severe loss of mobility and muscle degeneration
seen in humans. While similar deficits are observed in canine
models (7), genetically amenable organisms such as flies, worms,

and mice have not matched this phenotypic severity (8–10). How-
ever, progress has resulted from matching dystrophin mutations
with sensitizing mutations in related proteins (or through other in-
sults) that more closely recapitulate the acute motor and muscular
decline seen in humans (11). While useful, these approaches also
cloud interpretation of their results because the direct link between
phenotype and loss of dystrophin is missing. Lack of phenotypic
severity in these systems may result from compensatory mechanisms
(12, 13), and/or short life span. Alternatively, attenuated phenotypes
may result from insufficient muscular challenge to animals that are
(mostly) kept under low exertion regimens not matching those in
their natural environment. Consistent with this idea, muscle de-
generation was directly correlated with muscle strength in DMD
mice (14). This suggests that modeling the disease accurately re-
quires appropriate behavioral paradigms capable of modulating
muscle exertion in behaving animals.
Another unanswered aspect of DMD is the sequence of mo-

lecular steps linking loss of dystrophin to myocyte degeneration.
It is now widely agreed that myofiber death is mediated by ab-
errant increases in sarcoplasmic calcium entering through the
sarcolemma (15). The mechanism linking sarcolemma stress and
calcium entry remain unresolved but may involve the X–reactive
oxygen species pathway (16), receptor-operated calcium entry
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channels (17), or phosphorylation of transient receptor potential
cation channels (18). Understanding the proximal cause of in-
creased calcium levels in DMD muscles remains an important goal.
At a more practical level, the extent to which muscular exer-

tion may be beneficial or detrimental in the treatment of DMD is
not known (19). There is no consensus regarding the potential
benefits of physical therapy to treat DMD. Thus, it remains
unclear whether there is a type and level of exercise that might
prove prophylactic for dystrophic muscles, or whether muscle
activity and decline are irrevocably linked (20). Answering these
questions has direct and immediate implications for the tens of
thousands of patients currently enduring DMD (21). Faced with
these limitations, a recent roundtable session convened at the
New Directions in Biology and Disease of Skeletal Muscle
Conference. Several recommendations were agreed on to im-
prove understanding of the role of muscular exertion in the
pathology of DMD (20). Chief among these recommendations
was the development of new assays and animal models better
reflecting the disease in humans. This would permit the use of
genetic techniques to understand the pathology of DMD, as well
as to identify and evaluate therapeutic approaches.
For decades, the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans has been

fruitfully used to model human disorders (22). C. elegans worms
that genetically model DMD through loss-of-function mutations
in dystrophin homolog (dys-1) are hyperactive and hyper-
contracted (23). Like DMD patients, dys-1 mutant worms display
muscle weakness, which improves with prednisone and melato-
nin treatments (24). Under standard growth conditions (crawling
on agar plates), dys-1 mutants display modest muscular and
mitochondrial degeneration. However, combining dys-1 muta-
tions with mutations in other muscle-related proteins (e.g., the
ortholog of the myogenic regulatory factor, hlh-1) has provided
insight into the role of dystrophin in healthy and compromised
muscles (25). Many dystrophin-related genes have now been
identified in C. elegans (including components of the dystrophin
glycoprotein complex, acetylcholine transporters, and channels
responsible for calcium homeostasis) (26). Gain-of-function muta-
tions in egl-19 (which encodes the L-type voltage-dependent Ca2+

channel responsible for excitation–contraction coupling) are suffi-
cient to induce muscle degeneration. Conversely, RNA interference
(RNAi)-mediated silencing of egl-19 expression in dystrophic worms
significantly decreased degeneration (27). Mutations in a large-
conductance calcium-activated potassium channel expressed in
muscle M lines and sarcomere dense bodies (encoded by slo-1) elicit
progressive muscle degeneration (26), solidifying the consensus of a
calcium-mediated mechanism for muscle degeneration in muscular
dystrophy.
To further our understanding of the molecular processes in-

volved in degeneration in DMD, we developed a burrowing assay
that permits the modulation of substrate density and the
resulting muscular exertion produced by burrowing animals (28).
Under this paradigm, animals not only modeled DMD geneti-
cally but also recapitulated the chronic motor and muscular
decline seen in DMD patients (29). We show that burrowing in
dystrophic C. elegans recapitulates the early onset and sarco-
plasmic calcium dysregulation characteristic of DMD. To eval-
uate the potential impact of different physical activities on
dystrophic musculature, we compared natural behaviors per-
formed by worms with distinct intensities and frequencies of
muscular exertion. We report that, consistent with in vitro work
in mice, sarcoplasmic calcium increase occurs before onset of
other overt muscular phenotypes and that calcium release ap-
pears unaltered when calcium clearance is challenged in the
muscles of freely behaving dystrophic animals. We further show
that calcium clearance and other dystrophic phenotypes were
improved by reducing calmodulin expression. By modulating the
duration and intensity of exercise treatments, we found that
longevity in dystrophic animals is inversely related to muscular

exertion, but not the frequency at which the animals performed
these activities.

Methods
C. eleganswas grown on nematode growth media (NGM) agar plates seeded
with the Escherichia coli strain OP50 at 20 °C as previously described (30).
Information on strains, imaging, calcium measurements, behavioral studies,
and molecular biology is in SI Appendix, Methods.

Results
Burrowing Dystrophic Worms Recapitulate Many of the Features of
DMD. Muscle degeneration and necrosis are characteristics of
DMD that we saw recapitulated in dystrophic worms. After bur-
rowing in 6% agar for 5 d, adult dystrophic worms showed several
signs of degeneration compared with wild-type (WT) worms (SI
Appendix, Fig. S1). Transmission EM (TEM) images of midbody
musculature displayed loss of sarcomere organization (Fig. 1 A
and B). In addition, dystrophic animals showed an increased
proportion of abnormal mitochondria compared with WT animals
(76% vs. 8%, P < 0.001, χ2 test, n = 71 and 39, respectively; Fig. 1
C and D). Mitochondria were considered abnormal if they dis-
played membrane swellings or complete loss of the outer mem-
brane and disorganized or degenerated cristae (31).
Compared with crawling, mitochondrial abnormality was ex-

acerbated in burrowing dystrophic animals (Fig. 1 E and F). We
used mitochondrial fragmentation (32) as an indicator for mus-
cle health in dystrophic animals under crawling or burrowing
conditions. Fragmentation was assessed from superresolution fluo-
rescence stacks of midbody musculature in animals that had GFP
localized to muscle mitochondria (33) (a kind gift from Hongkyun
Kim, The Chicago Medical School at Rosalind Franklin University
of Medicine and Science, North Chicago, IL). Significant increases
in mitochondrial fragmentation were detected by reduction in their
area (P = 0.048, Mann–Whitney rank sum test, Fig. 1G) and in-
creased circularity index (P = 0.025, t test, Fig. 1H).
One of the earliest diagnostic features of DMD in humans is

impaired locomotion (34). Day 1 adult worms of two independently
derived dystrophic alleles, dys-1(eg33) and dys-1(cx18), showed se-
vere burrowing impairments when burrowing in 3% agar (P < 0.001,
Holm–Sidak, Fig. 1I). Furthermore, dys-1(eg33) burrowing dystro-
phic worms had a reduced life span compared with healthy WT
animals (P < 0.001, Cox proportional hazard, Fig. 1J).
Burrowing dystrophic C. elegans worms thus recapitulated some of

the most salient phenotypes of the disease in humans. They model
DMD genetically and in muscular degeneration, motor deficits, and
reduced longevity. In humans, loss-of-function mutations in dystro-
phin manifest during childhood (35). To determine whether bur-
rowing larvalC. elegans recapitulated the progression of the disease in
humans, we turned next to test developing dystrophic worms.

Developing Dystrophic Animals Show Deficits That Parallel the
Disorder in Humans. Recently hatched dystrophic L1 larvae had
significantly lower crawling velocities than WT L1 larvae (P =
0.018, t test, Fig. 2A). Cytosolic calcium dysregulation in muscles
has been proposed as one possible mechanism responsible for
the early decline of dystrophic muscle performance. To measure
and compare calcium levels in the musculature of dystrophic and
healthy animals, we crossed the dystrophic BZ33 strain [dys-1
(eg33)] and the ZW495 strain [myo-3p::GCamp2 + lin-15(+)],
which expresses the calcium reporter GCaMP2 in body-wall
musculature of WT animals under the control of the myo-3
promoter. The new AVG6 strain expresses GCaMP2 in body-
wall muscles of dystrophic [dys-1(eg33)] animals. This alteration
did not overtly affect the BZ33 phenotype, as crawling velocity
for both strains remained similar (0.50 vs. 0.48 cm/min, P = 0.78,
t test, n > 10; also see SI Appendix, Fig. S2).
As an initial test to assess potential calcium dysregulation in

dystrophic muscles during animal development, we compared
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the peak GCaMP2 signals of WT and dystrophic L1 larvae. On
average, the peak GCaMP2 signal from dystrophic animals
was significantly higher than that of WT larvae (P < 0.001,
Mann–Whitney rank sum test, Fig. 2B). This difference was
not the result of increased levels of myo-3 or GCaMP2 expression,
as qPCR comparisons in mRNA levels failed to show significant

differences between dystrophic and WT strains [myo-3: relative
quantity (RQ) = 0.85; GCaMP2: RQ = 1.298]. Thus, dystrophic
animals appear to suffer muscular damage early on during devel-
opment, perhaps due to moving in ovo. Differences in crawling
velocity and GCaMP2 signals remained significant after animals

Fig. 1. Burrowing dys-1 mutants recapitulate cellular, behavioral, and life
span phenotypes associated with DMD. (A–D) Representative TEM images.
(A) WT animals that burrowed in 6% agar for 5 d displayed healthy body-
wall muscles with well-ordered thin and thick filaments, clear dense bodies,
and rounded mitochondria. (B) After 5 d, dystrophic animals lost muscle fi-
ber organization, including blebbing mitochondria and rounding of the
muscle cells. (C) In control burrowing animals, mitochondria displayed clear
cristae (white arrowheads) and roundness. (D) Dystrophic animals possessed
less round mitochondria that displayed signs of membrane degradation (red
arrows). (E and F) Representative 3D structured illumination microscopy
superresolution images. (E) Fluorescence-tagged mitochondria lines in
crawling dys-1(eg33) mutants, which maintained clearly visible lines of mi-
tochondria along the muscle fibers. (F) Burrowing dystrophic animals dis-
played blebbing mitochondria lines and increased circularity. On average,
mitochondria were more circular (G), and smaller (H) in burrowing animals.
(I) dys-1 mutants carrying independent loss-of-function alleles eg33 and cx18
showed decreased burrowing velocity. (J) Adult dys-1(eg33) worms culti-
vated in agar showed decreased longevity. Refer to Dataset S1 or results
section for comparative and descriptive statistics. **P < 0.001, *P < 0.05.

Fig. 2. Dystrophic C. elegans displays motor and physiological deficits early
in development. (A) Recently hatched dystrophic L1 larvae have reduced
crawling velocity compared with WT larvae. (B) Muscular cytosolic calcium
concentration was measured indirectly through GCaMP2 expression in body-
wall musculature (driven by the promoter for myosin heavy chain A, Pmyo-
3). Young dystrophic larvae (L1) were more than three times brighter than
WT. Peak (whole animal) brightness normalized to WT is reported. After
burrowing to adulthood for 3 d, dystrophic adult animals were still impaired
in locomotion (C) and increased cytosolic calcium levels (D). (E) Compared
with WT, burrowing dys-1 larvae showed increased mortality and de-
velopmental delays, with roughly half of surviving animals reaching adult-
hood after 3 d. (F) Heat maps showing the relative GCaMP2 brightness of
WT (i) and dystrophic L1 (ii) larvae. AU, arbitrary unit. WT animals had low
amplitude signals in the contracting musculature and no detectable signal in
relaxed muscles (yellow arrows). Dystrophic larvae displayed brighter
GCaMP2 signals, including concomitant activation of antagonistic muscles
(red arrows). (G) After burrowing to adulthood, less than 20% of dystrophic
muscle showed no sign of damage (visualized through phalloidin staining of
F-actin) and remained healthy, whereas this count was above 40% in bur-
rowing WT animals. (H) Dystrophic animals that survived burrowing to
adulthood (ii) had signs of muscular degeneration compared with WT ani-
mals (i), including actin accumulation (arrow), discontinuation of fibers (ar-
rowhead), and wavy muscle fibers (asterisk). **P < 0.001, *P < 0.05.
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burrowed to adulthood (crawl velocity: P < 0.05, Mann–Whitney rank
sum test, Fig. 2C; GCaMP2: P < 0.001, t test, Fig. 2D).
High mortality and developmental delays are associated with

DMD (36, 37). To evaluate the effects that differential muscular
exertion had on dystrophic larvae, we cultivated L1 worms to
adulthood in different exercise regimes: animals either burrow-
ing in 3% NGM agar, swimming in liquid NGM, or crawling on
3% Petri plates. After 3 d (20 °C), we found that surviving dys-
trophic worms had greater developmental delays than WT
worms, regardless of treatment (Fig. 2E). In each treatment,
more dystrophic animals remained in larval stages compared
with WT animals (t test for each treatment, P < 0.01, Fig. 2E).
This was most pronounced during burrowing: Only half of sur-
viving dystrophic worms reached adulthood by this time point.
Burrowing dystrophic larvae also suffered increased mortality:
Only 40% of dystrophic animals were alive after 3 d of cultiva-
tion in 3% agar. Similar results were obtained when the agar
density was increased to 6% (SI Appendix, Fig. S3C). In contrast,
WT larvae had twice that survival rate (80%).
To generate rhythmic locomotion, antagonistic muscle groups

in C. elegans contract in alternation. Accordingly, we found that
in WT larvae, GCaMP2 activation was restricted to contracting
muscles (yellow arrows in Fig. 2 F, i). However, in dystrophic
larvae, GCaMP2 fluorescence was present not just in contracting
muscles but also in their antagonists (red arrows in Fig. 2 F, ii).
This increase in noncontracting muscles led to a significant in-
crease in peak brightness of L1 larvae (P < 0.001, Mann–Whit-
ney rank sum test, Fig. 2B), which continued as the animals grew
to adulthood (P < 0.001, t test, Fig. 2D), suggesting either an
increase in baseline calcium levels or an inability to timely—and
fully—clear sarcoplasmic calcium during the relaxation part of
the cycle. Either scenario would require ever-greater calcium
transients from contracting muscles to achieve locomotion and
could add further strain to dystrophic muscles. Indeed, when we
stained F-actin in animals that had burrowed to adulthood, we

found that a larger fraction of muscles in WT animals remained
undamaged, with no signs of degeneration, as compared with
dystrophic animals (P < 0.05, χ2 test, Fig. 2G). We defined
damage as wavy (detached) filaments, ectopic actin accumula-
tion, or missing filaments (Fig. 2H). Dystrophic C. elegans thus
appears to match the human disease not only in loss of motility,
early onset, developmental delays, and high mortality, but also in
muscular degeneration.

Dystrophic Worms Display Increased Levels of Sarcoplasmic Calcium.
To assess the progression of calcium dysregulation, we tracked
calcium changes as animals burrowed in 3% agar over time. Day
1 adults were placed in burrowing wells and evaluated after 1, 3,
and 5 d. We used a ratiometric approach to measure changes in
sarcoplasmic calcium, using the ratio of contracted to relaxed
muscles (see SI Appendix, Methods for details). We found that
WT and dystrophic animals had similar ratios, indicating similar
fold changes in sarcoplasmic calcium during contractions. This
ratio decreased over time (P < 0.001, t test, day 1 vs. day 5 each
strain), but remained similar between the two strains (Fig. 3A).
This result was in stark contrast to locomotion velocity, in that
day 5 dystrophic animals were significantly slower than WT an-
imals (P = 0.019, Mann–Whitney rank sum test, Fig. 3B). In an
effort to understand the changing relationship between motor
output and calcium transients in muscles, we looked closer at the
basal and peak levels of sarcoplasmic calcium (i.e., during re-
laxation and contraction, respectively). We found that in dys-
trophic animals, peak sarcoplasmic levels of calcium dropped
significantly over time for actively contracting muscles (P =
0.004, t test, Fig. 3C), while those for relaxed muscles remained
unchanged (Fig. 3D). In contrast, peak calcium levels for con-
tracting muscles of WT animals remained unchanged (Fig. 3D),
but calcium levels for relaxed muscles increased (P < 0.001,
t test, Fig. 3D). Changes in calcium levels during the contracted
state implicate the release phase of contraction, whereas changes

Fig. 3. Calcium release becomes uncoupled from muscle contraction in dystrophic musculature. (A) WT and dystrophic worms burrowing continuously in 3%
agar over their first 5 d of adulthood. Calcium transients associated with muscular contractions are displayed as the ratio of peak GCaMP2 brightness of
contracting to relaxing muscles at the peak of contraction. (B) Velocities of WT and dystrophic animals burrowing in 3% agar over time. By day 5, dystrophic
animals showed a decline in velocity compared with WT animals. (C) Ranges of peak cytosolic calcium muscles over time. (D) Dystrophic animals maintained
elevated basal levels of cytosolic calcium in relaxed musculature, as well as greater levels in contracting muscles, which decline over time. (E) Kinetics of
calcium transients during muscle contraction evaluated indirectly through GCaMP2 brightness measurements. Muscle brightness was measured during several
(>5) crawling cycles in (>5) WT, and dystrophic animals. Peak brightness is shown normalized to cycle duration, and muscle brightness is normalized to entire
brightness range. Dystrophic worms showed delayed and incomplete calcium clearance during the relaxation phase of the cycle (0.0 to 0.5) but showed no
difference from WT worms during the contraction phase of the cycle (0.5 to 1.0). We used RNAi to reduce SERCA (sca-1) (F), calmodulin (cmd-1) (G), and
calsequestrin (csq-1) expression (H) in WT and dystrophic worms. (F) Reducing SERCA expression increased basal calcium levels in both dystrophic and WT
animals. (G) Reducing calmodulin expression returned dystrophic animals to WT calcium levels for their basal brightness and peak brightness during con-
traction. (H) Reducing calsequestrin significantly affected amplitude of the calcium transient during contractions in distinct manners, increasing the ratio for
dystrophic worms and decreasing the ratio for WT worms. **P < 0.001, *P < 0.05. Dark bars, WT; light bars, dys-1 animals.
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during the relaxed state point to the calcium clearance phase.
Although distinct, these changes are consistent with the decline
observed in the contracted-to-relaxed brightness ratio measured
in Fig. 3A.

Higher Basal Levels of Sarcoplasmic Calcium Are Associated with
Delays in Clearance, Leading to Incomplete Relaxation. Dysregula-
tion in cytosolic calcium levels has been reported in dystrophic
musculature before (38), but are all calcium processes equally
susceptible to this insult? During muscle contractions, calcium is
initially released from internal stores and becomes free to me-
diate actomyosin interactions. After contraction, calcium is
cleared from the sarcoplasm before the onset of a new con-
tractile event. Although these processes must be tightly coupled
in healthy muscles, calcium release and clearance are molecu-
larly independent and distinct. Since our results indicated dif-
ferences in calcium levels between contracted and relaxed
muscles, we investigated whether dystrophic animals were im-
paired in either process. We quantified the dynamics of calcium
cycling during muscular contractions. We filmed and analyzed
GCaMP2 signals from the dorsal and ventral muscles behind the
pharynx of WT and dystrophic worms (muscles 7 and 8) as they
freely crawled on agar plates (Fig. 3E). To compare calcium
kinetics across animals and strains, we normalized the timing of
the calcium changes to the movement cycle [starting at the an-
gular peak for the body segment under consideration (cycle
time = 0), progressing through the peak of relaxation (cycle
time = 0.5), and returning back to the peak of the next body wave
(cycle time = 1)]. We next normalized the data by the range of
muscle brightness. These transformations allowed us to compare
the timing of calcium changes, minimizing concern for move-
ment velocity and signal amplitude. Comparisons of the cycling
of sarcoplasmic calcium between WT and dystrophic animals
showed that both strains had similar calcium release kinetics
during the contraction phase (Fig. 3E, second half of the plot).
However, dystrophic worms had significantly faster, but in-
complete, calcium clearance during the relaxation phase (P <
0.001, multivariate analysis of covariance, first half of plot in Fig.
3E and SI Appendix, Fig. S2F). The incomplete clearance of
sarcoplasmic calcium during the relaxation phase of the muscle
contractile cycle is consistent with the increased levels of calcium
we observed for burrowing dystrophic worms (Fig. 3C) and with
the increased brightness of both larval and adult dystrophic
muscles (Fig. 2 B and D). These findings also are in agreement
with in vitro calcium recordings from dystrophic mice, in which
dystrophic muscle fibers were shown to display altered calcium
clearance but normal calcium release (39). Our results in freely
moving animals illustrate the functional consequences of this
impairment for dystrophic muscles.

Contribution of Calcium Handling Genes to Increased Calcium in
Dystrophic Musculature. As mentioned above, calcium signaling
genes such as slo-1 and egl-19 have been implicated in muscle
degeneration (26, 27). To further investigate the nature of in-
tracellular calcium movement in WT and dystrophic animals, we
used RNAi to either reduce the levels of the cytosolic calcium
binding protein calmodulin (CMD-1), SERCA (SCA-1; re-
sponsible for moving calcium into the sarcoplasmic reticulum),
or calsequestrin (CSQ-1; responsible for calcium buffering within
the sarcoplasmic reticulum). RNAi silencing reduces expression
levels of genes whose knockout would be lethal and is a well-
established technique in C. elegans (40). Upon silencing different
calcium handling genes, we identified three distinct effects: (i)
silencing the worm homolog of SERCA (sca-1) selectively in-
creased basal calcium levels as measured by the basal brightness
in both dystrophic and WT animals (P < 0.001 and P = 0.009,
respectively, t test, Fig. 3F); (ii) surprisingly, silencing calmodulin
reduced the basal and peak brightness of dystrophic muscles
down to WT levels but had no effect on WT animals (mini-
mum P < 0.001, maximum P = 0.01, t test, Fig. 3 F and G);
however, silencing calmodulin did not significantly affect the
calcium transients produced during muscle contraction (as
measured by the ratio of contracted-to-relaxed fluorescence)
(Fig. 3H); and (iii) consistent with its proposed role in helping
regulate calcium release during contraction (but not clearance
during relaxation), silencing calsequestrin selectively affected
the contracted-to-relaxed brightness ratio in both WT and
dystrophic animals, albeit in different directions (P < 0.001 and P =
0.048, respectively, t test, Fig. 3H).

Reducing Calmodulin Expression Improves Function in the Dystrophic
Muscles of Worms. The finding that reducing calmodulin expres-
sion in dystrophic muscles reduced calcium to WT levels (as
measured by GCaMP2) was unexpected. Previous evidence from
work in mice suggested that targeted inhibition of calmodulin
exacerbates the dystrophic phenotype in these animals (41).
After verifying calmodulin silencing in RNAi-treated animals
through qPCR, we further characterized the effect of reducing
cmd-1 expression in dystrophic animals (Fig. 4). Although si-
lencing cmd-1 in dys-1(eg33) animals had no significant effect on
their crawling velocity (Fig. 4A), comparison of their calcium
dynamics during contraction and relaxation cycles showed that
the calcium clearance phase of the cycle (first half) was dra-
matically improved in comparison with dystrophic animals that
were fed the empty RNAi vector (L4440, Fig. 4B). Calcium levels
during relaxation of the muscles thus dropped faster, reducing
the remaining basal calcium levels. To test whether this also
improved the impaired burrowing ability of dystrophic worms, we
tested cmd-1–silenced worms in a burrowing race assay. Briefly,

Fig. 4. Reducing calmodulin expression helps alleviate the dystrophic phenotype in C. elegansmodeling DMD (A). RNAi silencing of calmodulin had no effect on
the crawling velocity of dys-1worms. (B) Kinetics of calcium transients for dystrophic worms fed empty RNAi vectors (L4440) or RNAi targeting calmodulin (cmd-1).
(C) cmd-1 RNAi-treated animals burrowed faster than WT animals to an attractant on the surface of a burrowing well. (D) Compared with RNAi control (L4440),
calmodulin-silenced dystrophic animals had a greater fraction of healthy muscles. (E and F) Dystrophic day 1 adults displayed wavy actin fibers near the midbody
(E), whereas the calmodulin-silenced worms had limited actin accumulation or signs of other fiber degeneration (F). ns, nonsignificant. *P < 0.05.
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animals were placed at the center of a 3-mL 6% NGM agar
volume, and the time they required to burrow to an attractant
placed at the surface of the well was compared with control
dystrophic and WT animals (Fig. 4C). We found that silencing
cmd-1 in dys-1(eg33) animals restored their burrowing ability
back to WT levels in this assay (P = 0.607 vs. WT control, t test,
Fig. 4C). Furthermore, quantification of muscle health showed a
significant increase in the number of intact muscle fibers com-
pared with control dystrophic animals fed bacteria containing the
control L4440 vector (P = 0.035, χ2 test, Fig. 4 D–F). Work on
human dystrophic muscles revealed elevated calmodulin levels in
DMD muscles compared with other primary myopathies and
age-matched controls (particularly in the early stages or in mildly
progressive stages) (42). While it is beyond the scope of this work
to fully discern the role of calmodulin in the progression of
muscular dystrophy, it is clear that it plays a complex and im-
portant role in this disease (43, 44).

Locomotion Through Different Physical Environments Places Distinct
Demands on the Musculature of C. elegans. The extent to which
muscle decline is precipitated by either impaired calcium traf-
ficking or by mechanical damage from its contractile machinery
has important implications for the type of muscle (and activities)
that might be most susceptible to injury and/or treatment in
dystrophic patients. If the contractile machinery is largely re-
sponsible for the observed muscle decline, it might be possible to
recruit the muscular repair response by means of low-intensity,
high-frequency exercise (e.g., swimming) without compromising
muscle integrity in the process. However, if calcium dysregula-
tion plays an important role in the pathology of DMD, high-
frequency exercise might further challenge compromised calcium
release and clearance machineries, overwhelming the dystrophic
muscle and causing more damage. Evidence from different
studies has been inconclusive (45). To evaluate the potential
benefit of differential muscle activation in dystrophic muscles,
we harnessed the natural behavioral repertoire of worms. C.
elegans crawls on solid surfaces, swims in liquids, and burrows
through dense media (29, 46, 47). During these types of loco-
motion, the worms adopt distinct body shapes (Fig. 5A) and
locomotion kinematics. We found that swimming was the fastest
of the three behaviors, with the highest body-bend frequencies
and the lowest bending amplitudes (velocity: P < 0.001, Kruskal–
Wallis ANOVA on ranks, Fig. 5 B and C). Crawling had an in-
termediate average velocity, with larger bending amplitudes and
intermediate frequencies. Burrowing was the slowest of the three
behaviors and had the lowest frequencies and greatest bending
amplitudes (burrow velocity vs. swim and crawl: P < 0.001,
Kruskal–Wallis ANOVA on ranks; burrow vs. swim: P < 0.05,
Dunn’s post hoc test at P < 0.05; Fig. 5). This is consistent with
previous force output estimates increasing from swimming [1 to
3 μN (48)] to crawling [5 μN (49)] to burrowing [19 to 31 μN (50)].
Exertion by burrowing worms can be modulated by varying the
density of the media (29). The anterior end of worms houses a
greater number of muscles compared with medial or posterior
regions of similar length. Not surprisingly, we found that the
head of C. elegans appears to contribute to propulsion dispro-
portionately compared with the rest of its body, undergoing the
greatest angular excursion during all types of locomotion (P <
0.001, one-way ANOVA, Fig. 5D). This asymmetry was reduced
for burrowing animals, in which the posterior musculature
appeared to be recruited more equitably to achieve locomotion
(P = 0.012, one-way ANOVA, Fig. 5E).
To determine whether the different kinematics observed

within body regions and between behaviors correlated with
muscular exertion, we filmed animals expressing GCaMP2 in
their musculature. Paralleling our kinematic measurements,
burrowing animals displayed the strongest change in brightness
(P < 0.001, one-way ANOVA, Fig. 5G). While still displaying

posterior dampening, burrowing animals produced the greatest
calcium transients across their entire bodies. In contrast, the
musculature of swimming worms produced low calcium tran-
sients similar in amplitude across the length of their bodies.
Therefore, swimming by C. elegans requires fast and shallow
movements across the whole body that do not require great
muscular output. In contrast, burrowing consists of slow, deep-
body contractions that require powerful output from the animal’s
musculature. We conclude that these locomotor modalities can
mimic regimens involving high-frequency, low-intensity (swim-
ming), or high-intensity, low-frequency (burrowing) activity.

Fig. 5. Locomotion through different environments is associated with distinct
muscle output in C. elegans (A). Representative images of C. elegans crawling
on solid surfaces, swimming in liquid, and burrowing through media, adopting
characteristic “S,” “C,” and “W” shapes, respectively. (B) Neck curvature plots
for crawling, swimming, and burrowing worms illustrating that burrowing
consists of low-frequency, high-amplitude movements, whereas swimming
relies on high-frequency, low-amplitude movements. (C) Each behavior has
characteristic velocity ranges. (D) Movement amplitudes differ between be-
haviors and across the length of the animals. Animals crawled using large head
flexions that did not propagate fully to their tail. (E) The contribution of the tail
muscles to locomotion was greater during swimming and burrowing than
during crawling. (F) The anterior bias in propulsion for all behaviors, as well as
the increasing contribution of posterior musculature during swimming and
burrowing, is reflected by muscular calcium transients. Heat maps show varia-
tions in cytosolic calcium in body-wall musculature inferred from GCaMP2
fluorescence (driven by the myo-3 promoter). (G) Quantification of calcium
transients for different areas of the body during crawling, swimming, and
burrowing. Although slower, burrowing produced the greatest calcium tran-
sients across the entire body of the worm. **P < 0.001, *P < 0.05.
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Dystrophic Muscles Do Not Benefit from Increased Frequency or
Intensity of Contraction. Next, we set out to determine whether
changes in the motor demands have the potential to delay or
prevent some of the phenotypes associated with muscular dys-
trophy. We placed dystrophic day 1 adult worms to either crawl
on agar plates, burrow in 3% agar wells, or swim in liquid NGM.
We measured their locomotion velocities and calcium transients
after 1, 3, and 5 d of treatment. As shown in Fig. 6 A and B (see
SI Appendix, Fig. S4 for WT), swimming worms experienced a
loss in velocity between days 1 and 5 (P = 0.003, Mann–Whitney
rank sum test) while displaying an increase in the brightness ratio
of relaxed to contracted muscles (P < 0.05, Mann–Whitney rank
sum test). These data suggest that swimming dystrophic animals
are unable to maintain normal propulsion despite ever-greater
calcium transients. Burrowing worms displayed a decline in cal-
cium transients (P < 0.001, t test, Fig. 6 A and B). Crawling
animals maintained their velocity throughout the experimental
period, but, similar to swimming animals, calcium transients in-
creased significantly by day 5 (P < 0.001, t test, Fig. 6B). One
potential explanation for these data is that as the musculature of
dystrophic animals degenerates, propulsive forces decrease. This
may then be compensated by an increase in calcium release
during contraction to achieve greater recruitment of the remaining
pool of intact actomyosin fibers (resulting in an increased
contraction-to-relaxation brightness index). In contrast to crawling
and swimming, burrowing animals might already start challenged
and thus only show a continuous decrease in their contraction-to-
relaxation brightness ratio.
By the end of the burrowing treatment (day 5), only about

50% of the animals were still alive (Fig. 6C). Burrowing animals
had significantly decreased longevity compared with crawling
(P < 0.001, Cox proportional hazard) and swimming animals (P <
0.001, Cox proportional hazard), while there was no difference
between crawling and swimming animals (P = 0.354, Cox pro-
portional hazard). This is consistent with only minor longevity
increments recently reported for WT animals under short-
duration swimming treatments (and food deprivation) (51). Con-
focal images of the body-wall musculature after treatment showed
that although the F-actin fibers of crawling and swimming worms
were mostly intact, 57% of burrowing animals (vs. 12% of crawling
animals, P = 0.012, χ2 test, Fig. 6D) displayed signs of damage.
While neither activity increased longevity or muscle health,

burrowing had a clear negative effect on every metric considered.

It is possible, however, that the continuous burrowing over-
whelms the coping ability of dystrophic muscles, whereas a more
limited treatment might produce beneficial effects. A recent
study by Laranjeiro et al. (52) subjected worms to 90 min of
swimming per day and showed that this was sufficient to induce
many of the molecular hallmarks of exercise. To evaluate the
effect of shorter-duration treatments, we repeated the experi-
ments above but restricted their duration to 90 min/d.

Altering Exercise Duration Affected Several Muscular Parameters but
Not Animal Longevity.Dystrophic animals swimming 90 min/d had
a reduced drop in swimming velocity compared with worms
continuously swimming (P < 0.001, Kruskal–Wallis one-way
ANOVA on ranks, Fig. 7A). However, calcium transients
continued to increase in both treatment groups over the 5 d of
the experiment (continuous swimming: <0.05, Tukey’s test;
intermittent burrowing: <0.05, Dunn’s method; Fig. 7B). Mirroring
the effects of intermittent swimming, worms that burrowed only
90 min/d showed greater velocity compared with those that bur-
rowed continuously (P < 001, t test, Fig. 7C). However, the greatest
differences between continuous and intermittently burrowing
worms were observed at the beginning of the treatment, declining
thereafter (P < 0.001, one-way ANOVA, Fig. 7 C and D).
To further evaluate the effect of burrowing duration on dys-

trophic muscles, we imaged F-actin fibers. We found that ani-
mals burrowing only 90 min/d had significantly larger muscle
cells than worms that burrowed continuously (Fig. 7F and SI
Appendix, Fig. S5). This effect was even greater for healthy WT
worms (WT P < 0.001, dystrophic P < 0.05, t test, Fig. 7F). Al-
though muscle growth was more marked for midbody muscles,
the combined area of the muscles comprising a body quadrant
was significant larger in healthy and dystrophic animals that
burrowed 90 min daily compared with animals that crawled
during the same period (WT P = 0.004, dystrophic P < 0.001,
t test, Fig. 7G, Left). Muscle hypertrophy refers to exercise-
mediated muscle growth brought about by increases in the con-
tractile machinery (contractile hypertrophy) or in noncontractile
elements (sarcoplasmic hypertrophy) (43, 53). To investigate
whether the increase in muscle size was the product of changes in
sarcomere diameter, we measured myofibril cross-sectional areas
from our confocal stacks of midbody musculature. Consistent
with hypertrophy work on mice, we found that WT animals that
burrowed intermittently had a significant increase in myofibril

Fig. 6. Physical exertion negatively impacted health
and longevity in dystrophic C. elegans worms. (A)
The velocity of burrowing animals declined contin-
uously throughout the experiment, whereas veloci-
ties were maintained under swimming or crawling
treatments until day 3. (B) The decline seen by day
5 in crawling and swimming animals was accompa-
nied by an increase in calcium transients. (C) Al-
though swimming and crawling differed in velocity
and in calcium transient amplitudes, both activities
had similar effects on dystrophic worm longevity.
However, burrowing decreased animal longevity
significantly compared with other treatments. (D)
Representative confocal images of dystrophic muscles
with phalloidin-stained F-actin after crawling (i),
swimming (ii), or burrowing (iii) for 5 d. Swimming
and burrowing animals had signs of muscle de-
generation, including torn or fewer actin fibers in
swimming animals (arrows) and F-actin accumulation
at the sides of the muscle cells of burrowing animals
(arrowheads). Green is phalloidin-stained F-actin; red
is GFP localized to muscle nuclei.
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cross-sectional area (P < 0.05, t test, Fig. 7G, Right) (54).
However, dystrophic animals that burrowed either continuously
or 90 min daily showed a significant decrease in myofibril cross-
sectional area compared with crawling animals (P < 0.05, t test,
Fig. 7G, Right). This difference is consistent with the sarcomere
areas visible on TEM images (compare Fig. 1A with Fig. 1B).
Furthermore, we found that improvements in velocity and cell
growth did not translate to increased longevity for animals that
burrowed 90 min daily (compared with those in the continuously
burrowing treatment group, Fig. 7H). Similar effects were mea-
sured for swimming animals (SI Appendix, Fig. S3), which in-
dicated that improvements in muscle size and output did not
translate into improvements in animal longevity.

Discussion
Modeling DMD with Nematodes. The understanding of the mo-
lecular mechanisms responsible for muscle degeneration and

death in DMD has benefited from many animal models, ranging
from mice to dogs, zebrafish, flies, and worms (12). Each system
has intrinsic advantages and limitations, explaining their con-
tinued ability to contribute to the understanding of this disorder.
One limitation plaguing many models of DMD is the lack of
severity of the disorder. Therefore, most studies have resorted to
a combinatorial approach combining dystrophin loss with loss in
an associated protein or with other types of sensitization (8, 27,
55). While useful, the nature of these approaches complicates
interpretation of their findings and draws attention to the obvi-
ous question of why humans show such a severe phenotype
compared with other animals. These limitations coalesced during
the roundtable session convened at the New Directions in Bi-
ology and Disease of Skeletal Muscle Conference (20). Several
recommendations to improve understanding were later formal-
ized in the 2015 Action Plan for the Muscular Dystrophies de-
veloped by the NIH and the Muscular Dystrophy Coordinating
Committee (56). To answer the stated needs, we developed an
assay in C. elegans to investigate the pathology of DMD and
identify promising strategies for its treatment. In our burrowing
assay, dystrophic worms displayed many of the phenotypes as-
sociated with DMD in humans (29). These included increased
cytosolic calcium, early onset, loss of mobility, mitochondrial
damage, contractile machinery failure, muscle death, and
shortened life span. This work complements recent studies with
dystrophic worms demonstrating muscle weakness that is im-
proved by drug treatments currently used to treat the disease
(24), consolidating C. elegans as one of the most complete DMD
animal models.

Impaired Clearance of Cytosolic Calcium Is Associated with Increase in
Basal Calcium Levels and with Increased Calcium Release During
Muscle Contractions. We found that muscles in recently hatched
L1 dystrophic larvae had increased levels of calcium compared
with WT animals (Fig. 2 B and C). These findings are consistent
with higher cytosolic calcium levels being a hallmark of the early
stages of DMD and with calcium’s role in mediating muscle
degeneration (4, 57). However, when increased basal levels of
cytosolic calcium arise, they remain high throughout the life of
the dystrophic animal (Fig. 3D). In contrast, WT animals see
their basal calcium increase to dystrophic levels only by the fifth
day of burrowing. Increased basal levels of calcium could result
in muscles being in a continuous state of contraction, as calcium
would remain in the cytosol to activate the contractile machin-
ery. This inappropriate baseline tension would create the con-
ditions for a double insult on dystrophic muscles. First, it would
increase the work required for the appropriately contracting
(antagonistic) muscles during their normal activation to achieve
locomotion. Second, it would create an environment in which the
relaxed muscle would experience forces consistent with eccentric
contractions, which are known to induce myofibrilar dysfunction
in dystrophic muscles (58). Burrowing dystrophic worms in-
creased their calcium transients enough to produce the same
ratio of contracted to relaxed muscle measured in WT animals.
Maintaining this ratio appeared necessary to maintain velocity,
as animals lost mobility when this ratio dropped. We found that
loss of mobility was associated with a decrease in calcium release
during contraction for dystrophic animals and with an increase in
basal calcium levels in aging WT animals.
Because dystrophic animals seem able to (at least initially)

modulate calcium release and maintain muscular output, cal-
cium dysregulation does not seem to be the consequence of a
global collapse in calcium cycling. Supporting this idea, we found
that the kinetics of calcium release during contraction remained
mostly unaffected in dystrophic animals. However, this was not
the case for calcium clearance during the relaxation phase of
contraction. Calcium clearance was accelerated in dystrophic
animals (SI Appendix, Fig. S2F, first half of plot). However,

Fig. 7. Intermittent exercise significantly improved some dystrophic muscle
metrics, without affecting animal longevity. (A) Dystrophic animals that swam
only 90 min daily displayed a modest decrease in velocity over time. Contin-
uously swimming animals had a significant drop in swimming velocity. (B) The
amplitude of calcium transients in dystrophic animals increased significantly
over time. (C) Worms that burrowed for 90 min daily had the greatest velocity
after one exercise session (day 1). However, this effect disappeared over time.
(D) Animals that burrowed continuously showed a decline in the amplitude of
cytosolic calcium transients during locomotion, while animals that burrowed
intermittently had a significant increase in these transients. (E) Worms that
had burrowed continuously for 5 d (ii) showed signs of degeneration (ar-
rowheads) as well as actin buildup (arrows). Intermittent-burrowing animals
displayed these signs to a lesser extent. (F) After 5 d, animals that had bur-
rowed intermittently showed increased cell area compared with animals that
crawled continuously in both dys-1 and WT strains. (G) The combined muscle
area of all muscle cells in a quadrant in intermittently burrowing animals was
greater than that of continuously crawling animals (WT and dystrophic ani-
mals). WT animals had a greater myofibril cross-sectional area than crawling
controls. However, intermittently burrowing dystrophic worms showed a
decrease in myofibril cross-sectional area. (H) Animals that burrowed in-
termittently showed no improvement in longevity. **P < 0.001, *P < 0.05.
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perhaps due to a greater amount of calcium present in the
cytosol, this increased rate of clearance did not translate into
complete calcium clearance before the beginning of the next
contraction. This calcium accumulation would result in a
continuously increasing muscle tone with reduced force in-
tensity and increasing levels of cocontractions between an-
tagonizing muscles, all of which reduce animal motility and
likely contribute to the hypercontracted phenotype charac-
teristic of these animals. In vitro work on mice models of
muscular dystrophy also reported calcium increases due to
changes in calcium clearance (but not release) associated with
an up-regulation in the expression of genes involved in cal-
cium clearance into the sarcoplasmic reticulum, including
SERCA1 and 2 (39).
Calmodulin levels were found to be increased in the cytosol,

plasmalemma, and sarcoplasmic reticulum of Duchenne patients
[compared with tissues of other primary myopathies and healthy
controls (42)]. We found that silencing calmodulin expression in
dystrophic worms rescued altered calcium levels and kinetics, as
well as motor output and muscle degeneration (Fig. 4). Reflecting
its ubiquitousness in cellular processes, the role of calmodulin in
muscular dystrophy appears to be complex. For example, the
greatest increase in intracellular levels of calmodulin was reported
during the initial stages of the disease or in mildly progressive cases
(42). In addition, in mdx mice (which display mild degeneration),
targeted inhibition of calmodulin signaling exacerbates the dystro-
phic phenotype (41). It thus remains unanswered whether cal-
modulin plays a single role during the progression of muscular
dystrophy and whether its up-regulation is a harmful consequence
or an early response to calcium dysregulation. Understanding the
mechanism by which basal cytosolic calcium increases in dystrophic
musculature remains of paramount importance, because restoring
normal calcium levels without compromising the integrity of cel-
lular organelles could remove one of the factors contributing to the
accelerated decline of dystrophic musculature.

Harnessing Natural Behaviors to Study the Role of Exertion in
Dystrophic Muscle Health. One of the important aspects of DMD
that remains unanswered is the extent to which muscular exer-
tion might be beneficial or detrimental in the treatment of DMD
(19). To address this need, we used the natural behaviors per-
formed by worms and evaluated their differential loads on the
muscular system. Worms crawl on surfaces, swim through liquids,
and burrow through solid media (29, 46, 47). Crawling consists of
high-amplitude body movements of intermediate frequency
(∼0.5 Hz). C. elegans crawls using mostly the (more numerous)
anterior muscles, which requires less force output than burrow-
ing (48–50) and occurs at lower frequencies than swimming. In
contrast, swimming is a fast behavior (∼2 Hz) and consists of
high-frequency, low-intensity body bends (29). Recent work
demonstrated that a single swimming bout in C. elegans can in-
duce key features reminiscent of exercise in mammals (52).
Similarly, our results suggest that burrowing might be able to
induce muscle hypertrophy, at least in healthy animals. In their
natural habitat, C. elegans worms likely spend most of their time
burrowing through solid decaying plant matter or soil. Burrowing
consists of slow, low-frequency movements of high intensity (29).
Comparing these three locomotor strategies in worms allows
testing the effects of activities of high frequency and low intensity
(i.e., swimming), and high intensity and low frequency (i.e.,
burrowing). Furthermore, by varying the density of the burrow-
ing media, it is possible to modulate the force required to
achieve locomotion (13). Our calcium measurements from ani-
mals moving freely through these media support the idea that
burrowing requires the greatest muscular exertion, because
contracting muscles were twice as bright as antagonistic (relax-
ing) muscles; in contrast, swimming and crawling required con-

tractions only about 50% brighter than the relaxing baseline (Fig.
5 F and G).

Dystrophic Animals Required Progressively Greater Calcium Transients
to Maintain Motor Output. Over time, even in swimming and
crawling dystrophic worms, the amplitude of calcium transients
increased, despite the fact that locomotion velocity was main-
tained. This supports the idea that as dystrophic damage takes its
toll on the musculature, greater effort is required to achieve
propulsion. Paradoxically, this greater effort could result in further
damage to the muscles, creating a runaway effect as calcium
transients eventually become uncoupled from motor output. In-
deed, by day 5, both crawling and swimming worms showed in-
creases in calcium transients and loss in propulsion (Fig. 6 A and
B). The ability to modulate calcium release to offset ongoing
damage was limited and depended on the magnitude of the task.
For example, burrowing worms started with large calcium tran-
sients, which quickly decreased in amplitude as the musculature
became compromised. Swimming had no effect on longevity for
either dystrophic or healthy animals. However, a recent study
found modest but significant increases in longevity in WT worms
by coupling swimming with food deprivation (51). Unlike swim-
ming or crawling, burrowing had profound negative effects on
longevity and muscle integrity.

Longevity of Dystrophic Animals Is Determined by the Intensity of the
Exercise Performed. We reasoned that reducing the time animals
spent in each exercise treatment might improve their prognosis.
We found this not to be the case. Swimming and burrowing
produced muscle changes consistent with exercise and showed
characteristics of resistive training in humans (53). However,
neither activity improved the health of dystrophic muscles or animal
longevity. Consistent with results on swimming by Laranjeiro et al.
(52), we recommend that swimming and burrowing by C. elegans
might be investigated for their ability to mimic endurance and re-
sistance exercise, respectively. Our results suggest that endurance
and strength exercise treatments have the potential to improve
some muscle metrics such as muscle size and output, while
also hastening muscle fiber degeneration and reducing lon-
gevity. The contractile apparatus of dystrophic animals (a
primary target of exercise treatments) is not necessarily tied to
the fate of the cell (or the animal). In our experiments, re-
ducing calmodulin expression had a beneficial effect on dys-
trophic musculature.
Much work remains to be done to understand how loss of the

dystrophin protein leads to loss of muscle and premature death.
Great efforts are currently underway to harness gene or tran-
scription editing, with the goal of restoring dystrophin levels in
muscles. While important and promising, these treatments will
have limited applicability to the tens of thousands of patients
suffering with this disease today. Therefore, complementary to
those efforts, it is important to devise ways to improve the
health of those currently suffering with DMD. This will require
understanding the pathology of the disorder and devising
treatments that improve quality of life without compromising
life expectancy.
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